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Abstract. Modern communication networks offer advance and diverse applica-

tions, which require huge usage of network resources while providing quality of 

services to the users. Advance communication is based on multiple switched net-

works that cannot be handle by traditional IP (internet protocol) networks. 

GMPLS (Generalized multiprotocol label switched) networks, an advance ver-

sion of MPLS (multiprotocol label switched networks), are introduced for multi-

ple switched networks. Traffic engineering in GMPLS networks ensures traffic 

movement on multiple paths. Optimal path (s) computation can be dependent on 

multiple objectives with multiple constraints. From optimization prospective, it 

is an NP (non-deterministic polynomial-time) hard optimization problem, to 

compute optimal paths based on multiple objectives having multiple constraints. 

The paper proposed a metaheuristic Pareto based Bat algorithm, which uses two 

objective functions; routing costs and load balancing costs to compute the opti-

mal path (s) as an optimal solution for traffic engineering in MPLS/GMPLS net-

works.  The proposed algorithm has implemented on different number of nodes 

in MPLS/GMPLS networks, to analysis the algorithm performance.   

Keywords: Bat Algorithm • GMPLS Networks • Optimization • Particle 

Swarm Optimization • Routing Protocols • Traffic Engineering  

1 Introduction 

Advance telecommunication applications require a massive movement of data flow in 

the network, which causes various network problems such as congestion, packet delays, 

high utilization of network resources and bandwidth use [1]. To address these chal-

lenges, traffic engineering concept was introduced in the networks.  Traffic engineering 

(TE), is used to optimize the network performance by ensuring massive data flow in 

the network with minimum utilization of network resources and with performance ef-

ficiency. TE can be applied to any range (from local area to wide area) of multiple 

switched networks.  Recently, multiple path traffic engineering has been introduced as 

appealing approach to handle diverse applications with increased network performance 

[2]. Multiple path routing is the technique of traffic management, which balances large 
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amount of traffic into multiple routes. It shows significant results compare to traditional 

routing techniques, which relies on forwarding traffic over shortest path routes. Multi-

path traffic engineering optimizes network utilization and address various network 

problems effectively such as packet loss, congestion and link loads. Multipath routing 

traffic engineering requires algorithms which can compute optimal routes, having mul-

tiple objectives and constraints [3, 4]. In networking, it is known as multi-objective 

multiple constrained (MCOP) based optimization problem, which is an NP hard. This 

paper provides a metaheuristic pareto based bat algorithm, which will provide optimal 

solutions as paths for MCOP in communication networks. 

Traditional IP networks has various limitation while using traffic engineering, which 

affects traffic engineering performance. Therefore, to improve network capabilities, 

multiprotocol label switched (MPLS) networks are introduced, which are based on la-

bel switched network. Furthermore, Generalized multiprotocol label switched 

(GMPLS) network is introduced, which is the extended version of MPLS networks. 

GMPLS networks provide the set of protocols which enable forwarding of traffic over 

multiple switched networks such as packet, time, wavelength and fiber switching net-

works [5, 6].  

The proposed algorithm considers two objective functions; routing costs and load bal-

ancing costs with constraints and the task is to find the optimal paths (as solutions) in 

MPLS/ GMPLS networks.   

2 MPLS/ GMPLS Networks 

MPLS/ GMPLS uses labels over the packets and forward them in the network from 

source to destination routers. Routing protocols play an important role for label switch-

ing and forwarding of packets in MPLS/ GMPLS networks [6]. In MPLS/ GMPLS 

domain, a virtual connection is established known as label switched path (LSP) for 

forwarding user data. The establishment of the label switched paths (LSP) is done with 

the help of interior gateway routing protocols such as open shortest path first (OSPF) 

and intermediate system-to-intermediate system (IS-IS) protocols [7]. When the packet 

arrives from the source, the router connected to source site label the packet and forward 

to its next router towards the destination. Each intermediate router in the network 

lookup the label and forward the packet to the next routers in the network, unless the 

packet reaches to the router at destination site. The routers at source and destination 

site, are known as label edge routers (LER) while the routers, used for forwarding la-

belled packets, are known as label switched routers (LSR). Router connected to source 

site, which receives traffic request and take the initiative for label switched path (LSP) 

is known as ingress router. While the label edge router (LER) which is at destination 

side is known as egress router. Label switched path (LSP) develops between ingress 

and egress routers in MPLS/ GMPLS domain. Once the path or label switched path 

(LSP) has established, then the user data will forward from source to destination 

through label switched routers (LSRs) in the network. This label switching approach of 

MPLS/ GMPLS networks enhances network performance with minimum utilization of 

network resources compare to IP networks, where each router must look up the list of 
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IP addresses. Most of the service providers prefer GMPLS based routers for modern 

applications [7, 8]. 

3 Problem Evaluation 

To provide the effective traffic engineering in MPLS/ GMPLS network and for han-

dling massive amount of traffic flow, the techniques must be used which can enhance 

network performance and provide optimal solutions. In MPLS/ GMPLS networks, in-

gress receives a number of traffic requests, and the task is to find the number of optimal 

routes while considering multiple objectives and constraints. An algorithm can offer 

optimal paths as solutions for the given scenario. In the paper, we proposed pareto based 

bat algorithm, while considering two objective functions; routing costs and load bal-

ancing costs. The proposed algorithm will provide optimal solutions as paths having 

minimum routing costs and load balancing costs. The algorithm will be implemented 

on different number of nodes in MPLS/ GMPLS networks for analyzing network per-

formance.  

In the paper, we used notation for MPLS/ GMPLS networks as graph(G). The network 

/ graph(G) is consist of number of routers and links, which are represented as; for rout-

ers set, vertices(V) is used and for links set, edges(L) is used. The graph with number 

of vertices and edges can be represent as G = (V, L).  The set of vertices (V) in the 

network is V = {v1, v2, v3, . . . ,  vn) and links set is L = {l1, l2, l3, . . . , ln}. The objective 

functions are explained as follow. 

 

3.1 Total Routing Costs Objective Function 

Service providers use specific link cost for per unit of data flow in MPLS/ GMPLS 
networks, which is described as follow [9, 10]: 

 R cost = ∑ Tlinks Itraffic (1) 

Where, R cost represents the routing cost for a path. While Tlinks represents the connected 
links and Itraffic is the ith traffic over the path. The total routing costs objective function 
is mathematically described as follow [9, 10]: 

 1st Objective Function = ∑ traffic ∈ Ttraffic ∑ Rcost (2) 

Where, traffic is member of all traffics set(Traffic). 

3.2 Total Load Balancing Costs Objective Function 

The second objective function is to distribute the traffic evenly over multiple links, 
which is dependent on load balancing costs. Load balancing costs function consist of 
two parameters, known as link utilization(Lu) and link capacity(Lc). The load balancing 
function can be described as follow [9, 10]: 

 Load balancing = link utilization(Lu) / link capacity(Lc) (3) 

In our experiments, the task of the proposed algorithm is to minimize the load balancing 
function. The mathematical expression for the total load balancing costs is given as 
follow [9, 10]: 
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                      2nd Objective Function = min (∑ Load balancing)                                  (4) 

4 Proposed Algorithm 

We proposed a metaheuristic algorithm to address the optimization problem in traffic 

engineering for MPLS/ GMPLS networks. 

 

4.1 Pareto Based Bat Algorithm (PBA) 

Bat algorithm is a mathematic bio-inspired technique introduced by X. Yang in 2010 

[11], which is used for solving optimization problems in different applications. Bat al-

gorithm is inspired by the bat technique for searching its prey in searching area. While 

searching for its prey, each bat periodically evaluates its searching as updated solutions 

with the given fitness function. The searching nature of bats dependent on echolocation 

parameters known as loudness(Ld) and pulse-rate(Pr). When the bat approaches towards 

its prey, the loudness(Ld) decreases while pulse-rate(Pr) increases [11,12]. In our paper, 

we modelled bat algorithm as Pareto based model, in which each bat will search for 

optimal solutions as minimum routing costs and minimum load balancing costs paths 

in n-dimension searching space. In bat algorithm, each (ith)bat is used as a candidate of 

searching optimal solution, where it updates its position(xi
ite) and velocity(vi

ite) in n-

dimension searching space during each iteration, which is given as follow [11,12,13]: 

 freqi = freqmin + 𝛽 (freqmax + freqmin)  (5) 

 vi
ite = vi

ite-1 + freqi (xi – xglobalbest) (6) 

 xi
ite = xi + vi

ite (7) 

Where ite represents the iterations used in the algorithm. freqi represents the initial fre-

quency while freqmax and freqmin are the maximum and minimum frequencies, respec-

tively. 𝛽 is the random number within the range of 0 and 1. xglobalbest is global best po-

sition of the ith bat. The global best position(xglobalbest) is accomplished by comparing all 

given solutions of n bats. Each bat, after updating its velocity(vi
ite) and position(xi

ite) 

takes a random walk for searching to achieve its local best solution based on the con-

dition; if   rand > pulse-rate (Pr), based on following [11,12,13]: 

 xi, best-local
ite = xi + 𝜀 < Ld,Aveg (8) 

where, xi, best-local
ite  is used for local best position. 𝜀 is a random number, 𝜀 ∈ [−1, 1]. 

Ld,Aveg  represents the average loudness of the bats. During each iteration, bat updates its 

loudness(Ld) and pulse rate(Pr) value. If the bat is approaching to its optimal solution 

then the loudness(Ld) level will decrease while pulse-rate(Pr) level will increase, as 

given by following equations [11,12,13]: 

 Ld, i
ite+1 = 𝛼 Ld, i

ite  (9) 

 Pr, i
ite = Pr, i[1 − 𝑒−𝛾𝑡] (10) 
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Where, 𝛼 and 𝛾 are constant values, set from the interval of [0, 1]. The pseudo code of 

the proposed pareto based bat algorithm is given in algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1. Pseudo code of Pareto based Bat Algorithm (PBA) 

Routing costs objective function fx, routing = [xr,1, xr,2, xr,3, …. xr,n]  

Load balancing costs objective function fx, load = [xl,1, xl,2, xl,3, …. xl,n] 

Remove the links and routers from the matrix, after applying the constraints associated to routing costs 
and load balancing costs functions 

Initialize number of bats population  
At initial pulse-rate(Pr) and initial loudness(Ld), initialize pulse frequency(freqi) 

While (iterations < total number of iterations for routing costs function) 

      Update frequency(freqi) by adjusting maximum(freqmax) and minimum frequency(freqmin)  
      Update bats position(xi

ite) and velocities(vi
ite) in the network (matrix) 

      Apply the routing costs function constraints. 

     Generate local best position of each ith bat  
 if (rand < Pulse-rate(Pr) 

             Generate local optimal solution as a path having minimum routing costs  

end if 

     Generate random solutions (paths) in the matrix randomly 

 if (rand < Ld & Present routing costs < Previous routing costs) 

        Accept the new updated solution as optimal path 
        Increase Pulse-rate(Pr) and decrease Loudness(Ld) 

        Find the global best position(xglobalbest) of the ith bat having optimal solution 

end if 

end While 

Store the optimal solutions as paths having minimum routing costs 

While (iterations < total number of iterations for Load balancing costs function) 
         Update (freqi) by adjusting freqmax and freqmin  

         Update bats position(xi
ite) and velocities(vi

ite) in the network (matrix) 

         Apply the load balancing costs function constraints. 
         Generate local best position of each ith bat  

if (rand < Pulse-rate(Pr) 

             Generate local optimal solution as a path having minimum load balancing costs  
end if 

       Generate random solutions (paths) in the matrix randomly 

 if (rand < Ld & Present load balancing costs < Previous load balancing costs) 
         Accept the new updated solution as optimal path 

         Increase Pulse-rate(Pr) and decrease Loudness(Ld) 

         Find the global best position(xglobalbest) of the ith bat having optimal solution 
           Store the optimal solutions as paths having minimum load balancing costs 

end if 

end While     
Store the optimal solutions as paths having minimum routing costs   

Generate Pareto archive of paths with minimum routing and load balancing costs 

5 Experimental Setup  

Throughout the experiments the algorithm had been implemented as pareto based bat 

algorithm using MATLAB tool. For analyzing performance analysis of the proposed 

algorithm, it was implemented over various scales of nodes in MPLS/GMPLS networks 

such as 80, 90 and 100 nodes, as presented in Fig. 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Furthermore, 

the proposed algorithm has been modified through changing its parameters and then 

divide them into five cases, entitled as PBA-1 (Pareto based bat algorithm), PBA-2, 
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PBA-3, PBA-4 and PBA-5. In each PBA case, we changed the maximum loudness 

value (Ld, max) and minimum loudness value (Ld, min), which updates the loudness(Ld) 

value during iteration. In PBA-1; Ld, max = 5, in PBA-2; Ld, max = 12, in PBA-3; Ld, max = 

18, in PBA-4; Ld, max = 24 and in PBA-5; Ld, max = 30, while Ld, min = 0 for all PBA cases. 

Pareto based optimal solutions of two objective functions simulated results are shown 

in Fig.1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, with Pareto frontiers. The paper highlighted the non-domi-

nated solution of both objective functions with different signs and connect then with 

lines to draw a Pareto front for each case.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Pareto front of routing costs and load balancing costs function for nodes (B) = 80 
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Fig. 2. Pareto front of routing costs and load balancing costs function for nodes (B) = 90 

 

Fig. 3. Pareto front of routing costs and load balancing costs function for nodes (B) = 100 
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6 Result Analysis 

The figures represent the optimal solutions (paths) for two objective functions, where 

each solution represents the minimum routing costs and load balancing costs. For 

example, in Fig. 1, for PBA-1 case in 80 nodes network, the Pareto curve shows the 

optimal solutions with highlighted points which are connected lines. It is also noticed 

that when routing costs increase, the load balancing costs decreases and vice versa. 

Routing costs and load balancing costs are minimum/ optimal values (as shown in 

Pareto front) in 80 nodes network compare to 90 and 100 nodes networks for all PBA 

scenarios. Similarly, 90 nodes network has better results compare to 100 nodes 

networks. These findings are same for PBA-2, PBA-3, PBA-4 and PBA-5 for 80, 90 

and 100 MPLS/GMPLS nodes networks, as shown in all figures. 

For comparative analysis, the proposed Pareto based BAT algorithm(PBA) is compared 

with particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO). Each algorithm is implemented on 

100 nodes GMPLS network. The parameters used for comparison are: minimum 

routing costs, minimum load balancing costs, mean values and standard deviation. Both 

algorithms run for 100 times to collect data and then analyze with mentioned 

parameters, which is presented in table 1. The results in table 1 show that proposed bat 

algorithm (PBA) has minimum or optimum values for both routing costs and load 

balancing costs function, in addition to reduction other measuring’s parameters.  For 

example, PBA algorithm has minimum routing costs value of 462 compare to PSO 

routing costs value of 1169, which means that PBA algorithm achieved optimum value 

compared to PSO algorithm. Similarly, for mean values and standard deviation values; 

PBA algorithm achieved minimum (optimum) values compare to PSO algorithm 

obtained values, which shows that PBA algorithm obtains optimum values as a mean 

with a small standard deviation from the mean. This may have related to the adjustment 

of the frequency of the bat based on how far is the object. 

 
Table 1. Comparative study table between proposed Pareto BAT(PBA) and PSO 

 100 Nodes MPLS/ GMPLS Network 

 

 

 

 

 

Minimum 

Routing 

Costs 

Mean 

(Routing 

Costs) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(Routing 

Costs 

Minimum 

Load 

Balancing 

Costs 

Mean 

(Load  

Balancing 

Costs) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(Load  

Balancing 

Costs) 

Proposed 

PBA 
   463 865   150.29  87 150 100 

 

PSO    1169 177 269     101 260 125 
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7 Conclusion 

The paper has presented the metaheuristic based algorithm as a solution for multiple 

constrained based multi-objective optimization (MCOP) problem for traffic engineer-

ing in MPLS/ GMPLS networks. The proposed algorithm (with its presented pseudo 

code) is implemented on different number of nodes in MPLS/ GMPLS network with 

various algorithm cases such as PBA-1, PBA-2, PBA-3, PBA- 4 and PBA-5. The algo-

rithm provides optimal solutions with Pareto front for minimum routing costs and load 

balancing costs. We also found that the routing costs increases when load balancing 

costs decreases and vice versa. Furthermore, the optimal solutions in the form of Pareto 

front have minimum routing costs and load balancing costs in small networks compare 

to large MPLS/ GMPLS networks.  
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